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The name’s Jesh, short for Jessica! Currently a third year 
Graphic Design Student, who loves to Illustrate, make editorial 
layout and branding! I am someone who always wants to try 
everything I see, and always looking forward to learn new skills 
everyday. I am an optimistic and open-minded individual who 
loves to see things from a different perspectives! 

Although I am still learning, my biggest dream is to be able to 
see people smiling while they come across my work! 

Personal Details

Contact 

Experience Skills

Full Name:  Jessica Davita Situmorang

Date of Birth:  9 April 2001

Address:  Komplek Lemigas Blok A  

  NO.21, Cipulir, South Jakarta

Phone:   (+62) 811 173 2216

Email:   JessicaDavita@gmail.com

Instagram:  @jejezjezjez

Behance:  be.net/jessicasitum

Binus Freshmen Enrichment Program
July 2019 - August 2019

• Core Graphic Design team

• Tasked to design event banners, ID cards and 

booklets

• Collaborated with other departments for the 

event

FUSE Experience 2020
March 2019 - March 2020

• Core Graphic Design team

• Tasked to handle Social Media Design content

GRAB Akselerator UMKM
August 2020

• Helped to assist and consult for UMKM brands 

about their brand logo and packaging.

• Redesigned logos and packaging for UMKM 

Brands

Bondelight - Internship 
October 2020 - Present 

• Tasked to design and illustrate weekly 

social media content

• Helped to redesign the brand packaging

Bantex Indonesia - Freelance
March 2020 - Present 

• Involved on creating new design and 

illustrations for Bantex’s upcoming new binder

Software Skills

Education 
Binus Northumbria School of Design
[2018 - Present] BA in Graphic Design 
and New Media  

Heritage School 
[2015 - 2018] Completed High School  

International School of Béarn
[2012 - 2015] Completed Middle School

Personal Traits

• Optimistic
• Flexible
• Adaptable 
• Collaborative

Language

Bahasa  native

English  fluent

French   Intermediate
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BEAUTIFULLY & 
WONDERFULLY MADE

Beautifully and Wonderfully Made is a self-help 

book that talks about body positivity and body 

image. I found that many young people such as 

myself are struggling with how we view ourselves! 

Therefore this book is made to understand more 

about the cause and effect of negative body image, 

and what you can do to help and slowly come to love 

yourself! 

The book is divided into four chapters: The problem, 

The effect, What We Can Do, and What You Can Do! 

The book is primarily intended to interest teenage 

girls to young adult women who still or are having 

trouble with their body image to fit in the beauty 

standard. The illustrations and content of the book 

are made and written by me! 

Illustrations Assignment 13





Illustrations Assignment 17

DREAM CHASER

Dream Chaser is the first children’s picture book 

I’ve ever made. Fully written and illustrated by me, 

the story is inspired by my personal experience of 

facing art blocks and fear of failure. It tells a story of 

a young boy who dreams to become an artist. When 

he was young, he was hard working and filled with 

passion, but as he got older the only thing he faced 

was failure and rejection, he then started to lose 

motivation and will to become the artist he once 

hoped to be.

In the book, there are colorful teardrops of paint 

flying around, this symbolizes his creativity, his 

passion, and motivations for his dream, which 

disappeared later in the book to show his loss of 

desire in art, but later came back as he found his 

purpose of creating! 





Illustrations Commission 21

AVARIE’S OVEN
CHRISTMAS HAMPERS

Avarie’s Oven is an online-based business that sells 

brownies. The owner reached out to me one day 

asking for help to illustrate her upcoming Christmas 

hampers. I was tasked to illustrate a winter and 

Christmas themed postcard, tag, and sticker. 



Illustrations Internship 23

BONDELIGHT
INTERNSHIP

Bondelight is an online shop that sells premium 

homemade snacks, based in Jakarta and Surabaya. 

I was reached out by a senior of mine back in 

October, asking if I wanted to work under her as an 

illustrator and a graphic designer for this business. I 

accepted and have been interning there since then 

until now.

My job description is to handle any illustrations 

related matters be it social media contents or 

packaging design. For each snack the business sells, 

I have come up with characters design to visualize 

them. One of the many things I learned from this 

internship is how to manage and juggle my time 

between working on this and university work. 



Christmas Hampers

One of the highlights of my internship in Bondelight 

was when I was asked to make greetings cards and 

tags for their Christmas Hampers. The concept circles 

around Christmas and winter.  

For the greetings card, I decided to use the characters 

that I previously made playing in the snow, with the 

Christmas tree and decorations in the background. As 

for the tags, they suggested for me to illustrate Santa 

with a little quote at the bottom!
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Holiday Hampers

Later on, during the new year season, we received 

feedback from the owner that the previous hampers 

illustrations were too childish for their target market. 

There were some miscommunications between my 

senior and the owner about their illustrations and 

design preferences in terms of style.

And so this time, my senior asked me to illustrate 

greetings card and tags, but in a much general and 

mature style, circling the holiday theme. 



Illustrations Personal Work 29

JEJEZJEZJEZ

Aside from working on commissions and university 

projects, I also love to draw in my spare time, and 

hence I made an art account on Instagram, to fill in 

extra time I have but also to make new friends and 

connections in social media. Jejezjezjez originates 

from the word Jez which is a nickname I had back 

in high school. And I made it longer to sound as if 

someone is calling my name! 

In terms of styles, I have two types of illustration 

methods that I used. For university projects, I tend 

to use a more cartoony styles with soft and pastel 

colors. And for my personal art account, I focused 

more on creating semi-realistic art. I am a curious 

and a want-to-try-everything type of person, 

therefore I cannot stick to one style so I come up 

with these two! I also want to display various types of 

illustrations within my work!



Here are some of the artworks that I create for my 

personal art account. These days, I’ve been drawing 

digitally alot. I mainly focused on illustrating humans 

or create new characters. Following prompts or art 

trends in social media is what usually effects what I 

draw and post. I also love to use bright vibrant colors 

in my personal artworks! 
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Editorial Assignments 35

KATE MOROSS:
BIOGRAPHY

Kate Moross is a creative director, illustrator, and 

designer based in London. Their works revolve 

around free typography and colorful artworks. 

Which is why Kate Moross become one of my 

biggest inspiration in this design industry. This book 

talks about Moross’s journey from the beginning 

where they have nothing until they become 

someone who is known to be 

Jack-of-all trade and have their own art studio in 

their late 20’s. 

The book also aims to follow and mimics their 

design and typographic styles. As well as to project 

their characteristic as an artist through this 

biography book!
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Editorial Assignments 39

BOOKAZINE:
JOURNEY

Journey is a bookazine (Book Magazine) that 

revolves around travel. The aim of this assignment 

is to practice doing layouts; putting texts and 

images by using margins and the grid system. This 

bookazine talks about the wonders and places to 

visits in the Netherlands, and why people should 

visit them. Since this project was focused more on 

learning about layout, the photographs and texts 

are taken from the internet. 





Editorial Assignments 43

GEOMETRX

This is an editorial poster based on the typeface I 

made called Geometrx. The main focus of this 

project was to create a new typeface based on an 

existing font. I made a typeface called Geometrx 

based on the typeface called Bodoni. I wanted to 

create a sharper and edgier style that is in contrast 

to Bodoni’s characteristic which is feminine and 

round. Geometrx is made from geometric shapes 

such as parallelogram, trapezium, and rectangles. 

The aim of the poster is to showcase Geometrx as 

a display font to see what it’s like when it is being 

applied to something. The concept I picked is to 

create photography exhibition posters about certain 

parts or corners of a human’s face and body. 
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Branding Assignment 47

POTO’KOFFIE
REBRANDING

Pot O’Koffie is a coffee house based in East 

Kalimantan specifically in Balikpapan City. They 

mostly specialise in brunch and coffee. But also 

sell other beverages such as boba, and drinks with 

different toppings. The tasked was to completely 

rebrand the logo, and create a new one that best 

describe their brand personality: Family Oriented, 

Friendly and High-Quality. 

The previous logo has many clip-arts elements in it 

that makes it looks quite cheap. Therefore, I wanted 

to combine both brand logotype as well as one 

illustrations that can represent Pot O’Koffie well.

COFFEE AND BRUNCH

v





Branding Assignment / Client Work 51

PYRAMID 
COCONUT OIL
REBRANDING

Pyramid Coconut Oil used to be known as Vetco 

cooking oil. This was a school projects with real 

clients who wants to rebrand the whole image of 

the cooking oil. We were asked not to only make the 

logo, but also to create a suitable pacakging for the 

cooking oil, in forms of bottles, jerry cans and normal 

plastic oil packaging. 



The problem:

The old logo and packaging was very messy, 

with many font colors and outdated looks. The 

client wants the logo to stand out amongst its 

other competitors such as Barco and Javara. 

Meanwhile like said before, the current logo does 

not represent Pyramid as a brand since it’s just a 

font. The packaging was also very messy in terms 

of hierarchy, with repeated logo twice. 

The Solution:

From my approach I decided to stick with the 

color green that symbolises health, since it is a 

coconut cooking oil that’s known to be healthy. I 

also implemented the pyramid shape in the logo 

to replace the letter A. I made the packaging to be 

more simple and clean, with a clear hierarchy. The 

palm tree is to be made transparent for buyers to 

know the color of the oil.   
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